Make Plans That Work
with Meisterplan
Project Portfolio Management At Its Best
You need a flexible portfolio management tool that fits your company. One that requires minimal change effort and maintenance.
You need a solution that supports a complete process, from new project initiatives to project prioritization to completion, in an
uncomplicated way.
	
the most important projects are completed no matter what
• Ensure
• Give
	
senior management the information they need to make the best decisions
• 	
Create a realistic portfolio plan that works

Resource Management Is Essential
Portfolio management doesn‘t work without resource management. Meisterplan does both. To confidently plan your portfolio, you
have to know if you have enough employees with the right skills and available capacities. You need a tool that gives you accurate
resource information, makes you aware of potential problems, and helps you resolve those problems.
• Maximize resource utilization by seeing which employees with which skills are available when
• Identify and resolve resource over-allocations across your entire organization
• Simulate alternative scenarios to quickly respond to portfolio changes

A Lean PPM Tool that Works with You - No Matter How You Work
Your IT team uses one app for agile PM, another team prefers a different tool and traditional PM. You need a solution that works with
both. No problem. It doesn’t matter what mix of project management methods or tools your company uses. With Meisterplan, you
don’t even need to integrate technically with other tools unless you choose to. You only need a minimal amount of information from
your teams for Lean PPM to work.
• Let your teams work the way they want to work
• Reduce the amount of unnecessary data
• Add data directly in Meisterplan or sync with existing tools
Are you ready to start building portfolio plans that really work? Start your free trial of Meisterplan today. You can also sign up for a
one-on-one demo of Meisterplan, or contact us at mail@meisterplan.com for any additional questions you have.
Learn more at meisterplan.com

What If Portfolio Plans Actually Worked?
Juggling a portfolio of projects is complicated. New projects are coming
in, key resources are wanted for every project, deadlines change,
project scopes change, managing accurate data from multiple sources
is nearly impossible. The list goes on...
We’ve talked to thousands of professionals like you, and everyone is
feeling the pain.
We are on a quest to find a better way,
and the path
starts with Lean PPM.
Join the conversation
and access our free Lean PPM templates
at

quest.meisterplan.com

